
ARMONA
sideboard





Limited Edition of 20 numbered pieces 
Launch in October 2017

ARMONA

w: 202 cm | 79.5" 
d: 61 cm | 24" 
h: 94 cm | 37" 

oak's wood with intense matt lacquer 

copper leaf with high gloss varnish 

automatic side doors opening system 

all the materials, finishes and sizes can be changed by customers request, 
after careful analysis of the requested changes by our technical and design 

teams 



With a strong inspiration in the giant dunes of the ARMONA island,
at Ria de Faro, this sideboard has a bold and avantgarde design,

combined with a mixture of materials that convey a sense of luxury
and refinement, where wood is “Lady and Queen”. Wanting to

highlight the noblest of materials - wood - this piece was created
with extremely geometric design but at the same time simulates the
waves of the sea, as well as those created by the wind in the dunes. 

 
 
 

Covered with 388 cubes of wood lacquered with intense matt and a
foil-footed of copper with high-gloss lacquer, this piece easily

becomes the center of attention in any space in which it is inserted,
as it reflects the vast experience of our craftsmen and the most

traditional woodworking techniques used. 

ARMONA
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CONTACTS



The designer Tiago Rato already has some years of experience in the field of 
Interior Design in Portugal, having created NAUU DESIGN in 2013. 

 
With the birth of the brand he has created pieces of high quality, refinement and bold 

design. The exclusive pieces created by the designer and his team include a varied 
range of pieces such as sideboards, cabinets, stools, chairs, mirrors ... 

 
Thus, along with his talented and experienced team, designer Tiago Rato provides 

custom design pieces according to the tastes the brand's clients, so that they fit into 
any space, no matter if they are residential, commercial or hotel. 

T IAGO  RATO ,  THE  DES IGNER


